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ABSTRACT

The characteristic town is a new thing that accompanies new-type urbanization construction. Rely on the cultivation and construction of characteristic towns to explore the idea of urban new space development that “small town with large deployment, small area with large platform, small space with large gathering, and small vector with large innovation”. It is an effective way to promote the new urbanization by building a modern and open town integrating urban and rural residents.
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INTRODUCTION

The national plan for 13th Five-Year clearly pointed out the need to develop distinctive characteristics, integration of production and city, charming small town. As a new thing derived from the new urbanization construction process, the characteristic town has gradually become the most prominent manifestation mode and carrier of the new urbanization construction [1]. The study on characteristic towns in China has increased significantly since 2016. In terms of theoretical research, based on the analysis of the development in traditional urbanization Haiyang Liu (2017) have put forward the development of characteristic small towns from the perspective of construction concept, land, financial plan and environmental protection [2]. From the perspective of national policy, Hao Xu expounded the construction of characteristic town, and put forward three models of the construction of characteristic towns under the market economy [3]. By exploring the influence of the construction of characteristic town on the new type of urbanization, Haimeng Liu has put forward four suggestions [4]. Sibin Su, Xiaobo Ju, Shiwen Zhao and other scholars have analyzed and studied the development of small towns in different regions of China from the empirical perspective [5-9].

EXAMPLES OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF CHARACTERISTIC TOWN IN NEIQIU COUNTY

Apple Town Construction in Taihang Mountain

1. Construction of ecological beautiful town taking ecology as the core and
ecological homeland as characteristic. Delineate the "three areas": the core area, the control area and the coverage area. "Three areas" involves two counties, six villages, 1322 households, 3950 people. At present, the area that around Gangdi village 20 square kilometers has been developed, and basically achieved full coverage of apple planting. According to their respective capacity, villages in the territory, has built beautiful ecological village, beautiful mountain, beautiful water.

2. Building an ecological regional economy. Ecological security is the cornerstone of the construction of the apple Town of Taihang Mountains. Without ecological security, there is no need for small towns to exist. First of all, prohibiting the deforestation, grazing, and the development of steep slopes in the town. Secondly, protecting water, preventing pollution. Unified the supply of low degree pesticides, prohibit the use of a high degree pesticides, regulate the standardization of 128 apple production process. Production and life style of all villages in the region should adjust and change in correspondence with the ecology.

3. Increasing investment in science and technology and speeding up the training of talents. We should take the science and technology as the first productive forces seize, make the project of professional farmer training base a cradle of professional peasants and cultivate a number of ecological construction leader and backbone. Continue to work with the Hebei Agricultural University, Xingtai Agricultural College and other colleges and universities, strengthen training and technical guidance to farmers, so that the 128 processes deep into every grower's heart, cultivate a large number of occupation technology of farmers, not only to provide technical support for apple town, but also for the output of technical personnel of fruit base field, expand the influence of apple town.

4. Building a nursing home. With 300 beds, the nursing home that invested more than 16 million connected with municipal people's hospital, the third hospital and other hospitals, realizing the combination of medical care and health care.

5. Infrastructure construction mainly includes sewage treatment projects of production and living in the town, residential electricity project, the waste transfer station construction project, greening projects, construction of parking, garbage barrel beautification and promotion project and so on.

Construction of Bian Que Health Regimen Town

Five industries were mainly planned for “Bian Que rehabilitation town”, which are Que hill the aged center with 300 beds, God scenic spot, Prince rock and Bian Que temple scenic area, Bian Que medicinal garden that plant more than 40 kinds Chinese medicinal materials, Lecture hall of traditional Chinese medicine training. NeiQiu County is planning to develop the "Bian Que rehabilitation town" into a unique characteristic town in China which gather the multiple functions of rehabilitation, medical treatment, entertainment, accommodation and recuperation. In this way, NeiQiu County would build a large-scale recreation and tourism resort integrating cultural tourism, leisure vacation, and health experience and old-age service community.

Construction of fruit town

At present, the characteristic town plan has been completed. Depending on fruit picking garden and ecological garden such as neighbouring fruit gardens, Taihang
Mountains dried fresh fruit distribution and trading center, Guomei walnut base, Que hill water world, begonia base, the town mainly engaged in walnuts, apples, apricots and other fruit planting and harvesting. Fangjiazhuang village, shenjiaodong village and other villages have developed 2000 acre of jujube and 200 greenhouses of grapes, strawberry, watermelon, and melon.

Town under construction

Relying on chestnut, walnut, persimmon cake, sour jujube and other authentic mountain goods, Zhang Yao town is building a mountain products town. Relying on the rich resources of traditional Chinese medicine, WuGuoDian town is creating Chinese medicine town. Relying on the advantages of transportation in all directions Guan Zhuang town is building a logistics town. Relying on the advantage of white porcelain, Neiqiu town is building porcelain town.

CONCLUSION

The construction of characteristic towns should achieve some requirements. First, preserving historical culture, historical and cultural blocks core protection scope and construction control area; Protecting and continuing traditional architectural forms, and no constructions can be built but the necessary infrastructure and public service facilities. Second, relying on modern science and technology, on the basis of the original development, develop new enterprises and new industries, create characteristic towns with industry as the leading factor and science and technology as the core. Third, through learning advanced experience at home and abroad and using international advanced operation and development concept, create a number of characteristic towns. Fourth, introduce private enterprises to build characteristic towns.
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